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bkingdom Isaiah had. predicated. exile, and. the people looked. on exile as practic&

practically certain, Isa. ..I wish that Dr. Skinner could. have been here for

a d.istussion,

I 49M ton' t like to say that the rain and. snow comes down ant does net return,

it does return /Does this contradict sciantee . Until or unless --first it has

to do something before it can return. And. here we have a future tense. It will

not renturn, until after something has happened.. So that ± the future it comes down

--it will some town. -4e But this perfect is previous to the treturning.

In the afect something will be completed. and. finished. f beforeit can return

again. It will not return to heaven until ...it has ..N.w,tbsre is a question.

Is thatwaw a waw z5sonjunó-e 7 What difference does it make to the sentence.

You see we use to translate it as am it will not return to heaven a4e unless

it has watered. the earth and. caused. it to bring forth,. and. it has sanest it to

but and it a has given bread. to the sOwer and. brt to the .4 eater, well

that water better stay down here all time then but actually the water may soak

the earth and. what ea- remains flows down to tie ocean, or flows into a lake

and. ther breaks up into heaven., or it may evaporate off the ground.. The thing

that the water has to do beforeit can and the watering of the earth has certain

retwults and. these tresults occur aster the water in general has treturned to

heaven. 1t wouli seem to me that *these waws here would. be waw conversives rather

than waw oonjuntotive, indicating something that has been completed. but a purpose

that is to 'ax be accomplished. by watering the earth. It will not rtnrreturn

tntil 4-m it has watered the earth so that it will muse Et to break forth

and. sae cause it to baeq bud, and, it will give seed.to the sower and. bread to

the earter. Seed. to the one who we*- wants to sow and. bread to the one who

wants to eat. That is, the meowing and. the eating are definitely future. They

show continuous astion,but a continuous action in the future., until this 1"&*

fru.tit has been born by --it starts the process but it can't ±roturn --the bearing

of the fruit all follows the watering of the earth. But the watering is tar-
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